Operate in Excellence
This is a great day – appreciate it. Appreciate me and that I am releasing you into a big Kingdom
assignment (task). It is a long term job, so don't give up or look for a way out. See, I have told you
beforehand. You are in this for the long haul – for ever. Being in community is the way of life you
must live from now on. This is what eternity will be like: community. It's not loneliness and isolation.
You will be in community continually. So get used to it. Learn to love it. Learn to desire it – yearn for
it. I know that this goes 'against the grain' for you, but this is the way of the future. In these Last
Days I'm preparing my church for the future – to be ready for life in the “Millennial Reign ”1 and in
eternity2. You must be aware of this, so see your move into community as part of your training, not a
chore or a job. It's to be a way of life, as painful as it may appear to be. Lap it up – absorb it, so it
oozes from you in your speech and mode of operation. You must love it (i.e. community) otherwise you
will resent it and baulk at every little 'bump' in the road you go down.
I have brought a core of people to join you. Look for others. As I show you them, invite them to join –
no matter how they look and what their personality is like. Don't even consider their theology. Just
bring them into community and leave the rest to me.
Training is important – it is a big part of what has to take place in community. Be prepared to train
and be trained yourself. You're ready for this – I have seen to it.
You are now operating apostolically as you saw from Bendigo. So operate that way and grow into your
apostolic role. Don't let others ‘put you down’ or steer you away from this. This is your destiny and
what you've been trained (prepared) for all your life. Apostolic leadership is being restored before I
return, so treat it as an imperative, not an aside. It is an essential part of the end-time Bride. Love
other apostolic people and don't become haughty or start comparing yourself with them. Be humble
and I will raise you up higher – much higher, 'way' higher. You will not believe how high I will take
you. Go deep into me and my words to you. Draw on me, draw on them (the words). There is life
there, not death.
[I] love your work and love you, my son. Keep up the high standard of operation and show my face
to the world in what you do and how you do it. I operate in excellence – in perfection – and I inhabit
that which mirrors me and the way I work. 'Good luck' is not an appropriate way to operate.
Preparation, fine-tuning and a deliberate desire for perfection is what is needed for my light to
shine to this mediocre world. Yes, mediocre. Compared to me, what is proffered as good or excellent
by the world is really very poor. Mediocrity will increase in these days and it will be my saints, my
Bride, who will maintain the high standard that will be a light that draws those who are looking for
better – just as a lamp attracts moths in the darkness.
All the very best, my son, is available to you. Draw from Heaven so it can be downloaded and
displayed to a dying world.
Go for it, my son. You can do it. You know you can. Turn your thoughts away from yourself and on to
me and put your head down and go for it.
Your Beloved is watching you and 'rooting' for you – know that.
(Words in brackets are what I understood in my spirit immediately I was given something to write)
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1 – At this point in time we have not been given any information as to what this metaphor means
2 – As we understand it, it’s our time on Earth as sons, being about Kingdom business, when death has been eliminated
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